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Abstract
The keycube is a tangible cubic device including a text en-
try interface for different apparatuses such as augmented,
mixed or virtual reality headsets, as well as smart TVs,
desktop computers, laptops, tablets. The keycube com-
prises 80 keys equally disposed on 5 faces. In this paper
we investigate keycube text entry performances and the
potential typing skill transfer from traditional keyboard. Us-
ing prototype implementations, we conducted a user study
comparing different cubic layouts and included a baseline
from traditional keyboards. Experiments show that users
are able to attain about 19 words per minute within one
hundred minutes of practice with a QWERTY-based cubic
layout, more than twice the speed of an unknown-based
cubic layout with similar error rate, and about 30% of their
speed with a traditional keyboard.
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Introduction
With the increasing availability of augmented, mixed and
virtual reality headsets, their contexts of use are becoming
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diverse but the text entry remain quite ubiquitous no matter
the cases. In this regard, several types of interfaces are ex-
plored such as a virtual mid-air keyboard [8], speech to text
or dedicated devices (e.g. controllers [28], smartphones
[15], gloves [27], rings [23]). However, theses solutions aim
to be used for a relatively quick and short text entry. On the
other hand, typing is still the most used generic method for
long productive text input. Thus, the use of traditional key-
boards is also explored [12, 16], offering the advantage of
usually being already mastered, but is limited to some situ-
ations where users are mostly immobile, seated and requir-
ing a flat surface. To overcome these constraints, we tested
the keycube [4] (Figure 1), which is a text entry approach
that works by disposing multiple keys on a cubic tangible
device. The keycube aims to offer the same flexibility (large
quantity and size of keys as well as eye-free and multiple
fingers ability) and tactile feedback as the traditional key-
board adopted for long text entry while bringing mobility
benefits and more freedom of postures.

Figure 1: Keycube prototype
implementations.

With a new generic and interactive device as the keycube,
the challenge is to determine which dimensions to consider
first for an evaluation. We identified that the most important
questions to ask at this stage are: (1) whether the idea of
putting keys on a cubic shape device is a reasonable text
entry interface; and (2) does the prototype benefits from
any skills transfer from a regular keyboard. Therefore, we
conducted a user study to determine the following variables
upon initial exposure to the device: input speed, error rate
and keystrokes per character. Participants were divided into
three groups with different cubic layouts, two supposed to
benefit from the knowledge transfer and another unfamiliar
to the participants. To extend comparative evaluation we
included the traditional keyboard as a baseline condition.
Results showed that the keycube benefits from exploiting
a known-based cubic layout. Participants could achieve 19

words per minute (wpm), twice the speed of an unknown-
based cubic layout and more than 30% of the speed with a
traditional keyboard within only 100 minutes practice.

Related Work
From a text entry perspective, the keycube shares charac-
teristics with many previous works either for their context
of use or their form factor and ergonomics. Among them,
we limited the scope of related works to typing devices and
techniques with physical keys, thus excluding, inter alia,
on-screen and mid-air keyboards, speech-to-text interfaces.

The traditional keyboard has been modified in different
ways to offer various advantages. For instance, comfort,
muscular stress and strain injuries were addressed with
split and vertically oriented keyboards [24, 26] without de-
creasing much of input speed after a week of use. Split and
orientation tricks have been used with the RearType tech-
nique [25] by disposing keys on the reverse side of a tablet.
Exploiting potential knowledge transfer from the QWERTY
layout, users achieved 15 wpm within one hour of training.
Similar results regarding input speed were achieved with
the Back Keyboard [14] where physical size-reduced keys
were installed on the backside of a mobile phone. Reduc-
ing the overall size of traditional keyboards, including the
keys, is also known as compact or mini keyboards, stud-
ies reported theoretically [20] and empirically [6] that users
may achieve a rate of 60 wpm. These devices are used
equivalently to smartphones and despite bringing high mo-
bility they are hard to use eye-free (without significant de-
crease of performances) [7] and they are mostly used with
thumbs only, thus are prone to fatigue and muscular stress
(’texting thumb’ pain) [5, 13], in particular for long produc-
tive works. Compactness, along with providing access to
disabled users, has been explored by Half-QWERTY [22],
a one-handed typing technique designed to facilitate skill



transfer from two-handed typing. It was shown that QW-
ERTY typists could achieve more than 40 wpm in less than
10 hours. For similar motivations, the Stick Keyboard [11]
reduces the physical space requirement and capitalizes on
user knowledge of traditional keyboards by mapping four
rows of characters to a single row. Users achieved up to
22.5 wpm with a lexicon-based disambiguation technique,
but 10.4 wpm by multi-tapping. Other works have explored
typing techniques based on highly reduced number of keys
(from 1 to 5) [18] but came with a decreased input speed of
around 5 to 10 wpm and often implied the need of software
optimization and disambiguation. Chording Keyboards allow
typing with a very limited number of keys while achieving
high input speed. Typing is done by combining multiple keys
and may be done either with one or two hands [10]. Studies
report on users achieving 35 wpm after 20 hours of prac-
tice. The Twiddler [17] is a mobile one-handed chording
keyboard with comparable results but suffers from extensive
training requirements with substantially low novice perfor-
mance (3 wpm with 17% error rate) in virtual reality [3, 9],
discouraging users to engage with this solution.

Figure 2: Two-dimensional
QWERTY-based cubic layout.

Figure 3: Two-dimensional
Unknown-based cubic layout.

User Study
The goal of this study was two-fold: (1) upon initial expo-
sure, verify that the keycube is a reasonable device for text
entry; (2) verify if the keycube prototype could benefit from
the knowledge transfer of traditional keyboards.

Study Design
We designed a between-subject experiment (3 groups of 8
participants) with the cubic layout as an independent vari-
able on 3 levels assigned by group: QWERTY, AZERTY
and Unknown. The dependent variables were input speed
(words per minute), error rate and keystrokes per character.
Furthermore, to extend comparative evaluations, we include
the traditional keyboard as a baseline condition.

Participants
A total of 24 participants (4 left-handed; 15 women; 19-
36 years old, mean 28) have been recruited mostly from
university campus with posters and by word of mouth. Se-
lected participants used a traditional keyboard every day
with either QWERTY (n=12, 50%) or AZERTY (n=12), and
were ignorant of the DVORAK layout. To be sure that par-
ticipants knew their respective layout, we required them
to a minimum of 30 words per minute, still allowing a wide
range of typing skills. Three of them reported to type with-
out watching the keys. We required participants to be able
to read, write and understand English language. All partici-
pants had given their written consent and received 35 CAD
or 24 EUR as compensation for their participation.

Materials
Three keycube prototypes were built following the keycube
concept [4]. A hand wrist and neck strap were added to the
structure for safety and to easily free up the hands. The
touch screen was replaced by a 3D printed flat surface,
decreasing the overall weight to 383 grams. All keycubes
were connected via Bluetooth serial communication at 9600
baud to the same 15-inch laptop. The traditional QWERTY
and AZERTY keyboards used for text entry baseline were
Apple’s keyboards with low profile keys. A program made
with Processing (shown in Figure 4) presented English
phrases (18 points monospaced font) from the MacKen-
zie and Soukoreff phrases set [21] and logged key presses
with timestamps. The few instances of uppercase char-
acters were lowered. For comparative purposes, the key
covers with characters inscriptions were disposed on each
keycube following three different cubic layouts. One was
defined as the QWERTY-based cubic layout and is pre-
sented in the Figure 2. Undefined keys were covered with
fully transparent key covers to avoid physical unbalance. An
adaptation of the QWERTY-based layout was made to pro-



vide the AZERTY-based layout also supposedly familiar to
participants. Only, the keys Q and A, W and Z, M and the
empty key right of L were switched. On the other hand, the
third and Unknown-based cubic layout was to avoid poten-
tial benefits from participants previous knowledge. Instead
of simply randomizing the assignment of characters, the
cubic layout (shown in Figure 3) was based (home and top
row swapped) on the DSK (Dvorak Simplified Keyboard)
layout optimized for English language [1]. Among the three
cubic layouts, only the letter placement was changed be-
cause none of the special characters except Space, Enter
and Backspace would be involved with the phrases set.

Figure 4: Experiment software.

Figure 5: Experiment setup.

Procedure
The experiment has been approved by the first author’s in-
stitution’s Ethics Review Committee. After presenting the
purpose of the study to the participants, we asked them to
take a seat next to a laptop and sign a consent form (Figure
5). We first asked them to fill a pre-study questionnaire on
demographics and typing skills, followed by hand measure-
ments. The participants had to read and type a couple of
phrases from the set in order to briefly check their current
typing speed and understanding of the English language.

Then, one of the three keycubes was assigned to them
depending on their traditional keyboard layout usage and
their typing speed. Due to similitude of letters placement
among the QWERTY and AZERTY layout, we did not ex-
pect difference of traditional keyboard skills. Therefore, for
the Unknown-based group, half of the participants used
regularly a QWERTY layout and the other half an AZERTY
layout. The instructor demonstrated how to hold the device,
but the participants were allowed to support it however they
wished. The instructor showed the needed keys for the ex-
periment (only letters, Space, Backspace and Enter keys),
without giving any explanations of the layout. Participants

were told to avoid as much as possible pressing unused
keys (e.g. white and green keys) and were specifically in-
structed to “enter the text as quickly and accurately as pos-
sible” and started a warm-up round by typing the alphabet
twice. To ease practicing, the experiment was composed of
6 typing sessions of 20 minutes each.

The sessions were done consecutively grouped by two and
we included short (SB) and long breaks (LB) as such: S1
(session 1), SB, S2, LB, S3, SB, S4, LB, S5, SB, S6. Short
break lasted around 1 minute and long break around 30
minutes (at least 20 minutes and at most 80 minutes). Par-
ticipants were instructed to not use a traditional keyboard
during breaks but were allowed to use soft keyboards (e.g.
smartphone). The first 5 sessions were performed with the
keycube. The last session was performed with a traditional
keyboard and participants had to type the alphabet twice
in addition to a couple of phrases as warm-up to decrease
potential bias due to keycube use. For each participant,
the whole experiment was conducted during the same day,
therefore we assumed that one session (20 minutes) was
enough for assessing the traditional keyboard baseline.
Each session was run similarly and consisted of randomly
selected English phrases to be typed by the participants.
The typing speed and error rate were calculated and shown
on the software after validating each phrase (Figure 4, bot-
tom right). The experiment lasted around 3 hours and 50
minutes in total, including the breaks.

Results
Across all participants, we recorded 153,450 key presses
and 4,822 phrases typed with the keycube. The first four
session were training, we report the results from the key-
cube final session and traditional keyboard. We removed
phrases (about 2.05%) with an error rate above 20% to
exclude outliers because they were caused by premature



validation (e.g. pressing the Enter key twice or too soon).
We logged every unintentional key press on unused keys
(e.g. white and green faces of the keycube). Participants
reported pressing few keys unintentionally mostly with their
hand palms. This issue happened in 2.53% among all users
and may have consequences on the input speed by forcing
users to be aware and to use the device more sensitively.

INPUT SPEED

The input speed is calculated in Words per Minute as

WPM =
|T | − 1

S
× 60× 1

5

where T is the transcribed text and S is the time in seconds
calculated from the first to the last character pressed. A
word is defined as five characters including spaces.

Figure 6: Input speed, error rate
and KSPC for each cubic layout
and traditional keyboard.

The input speed per layout is reported in the Figure 6 (top)
as words per minute and normalized (%) from the tradi-
tional keyboard baseline. The traditional keyboard baseline
was expected to receive higher input speed (mean=56.6,
SD=13.1) due to participants’ extensive familiarity (years
of experience). An analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed
that the cubic layout factor had a significant effect on the
input speed (F2,21 = 18.134, p < .0001). The average typ-
ing speed for Unknown-based (mean=9.0, SD=1.6) was
respectively 52% and 48% significantly slower than the
QWERTY-based (mean=18.7, SD=4.8) and AZERTY-based
(mean=16.6, SD=3.0). A post-hoc analysis using Bonferroni
pairwise t-tests was performed to determine no significant
effects on input speed between the QWERTY-based and
AZERTY-based cubic layouts (p = .298).

KEYSTROKES PER CHARACTER AND ERROR RATE

The keystrokes per character (KSPC) is the ratio of the
length of input stream (which includes Backspace) to the
length of the transcribed text. As a traditional keyboard, the

keycube is unambiguous because each letter has a dedi-
cated key, thus for lower case texts, the best KSPC is 1.0.
We used the updated version of MacKenzie and Soukoreff
error rate [19] calculated as

ER =
MSD(A,B)

S̄A
× 100%

where MSD(A,B) is the minimum string distance be-
tween the presented text A and the transcribed text B, and
S̄A is the mean size of alignments.

The error rate and KSPC per layout are presented in Figure
6 (bottom). An ANOVA revealed that the cubic layout factor
had no significant effect on the Error Rate (p = 0.948). All
participants across each group seemed to have adopted
the same behavior of correcting most of the errors. There
was no significant effect either on the KSPC between the
cubic layouts (p = 0.599). Participants seemed to have
avoided as much as possible pressing the wrong keys.

Discussion
In accordance with the practices of the domain [2], for the
integrity of comparisons, the procedure followed was in-
spired in particular by those used for evaluating the chord-
ing keyboard Twiddler [17].

Despite a reported (n=14) bouncing issue from the proto-
types that caused unintentional doubling key presses (thus
decreasing users’ performance), our results show that the
keycube with its known-based cubic layouts is already a
practical text entry device. Users achieved up to 19 words
per minute after practicing 5 sessions of 20 minutes, which
corresponded to more than 30% of their speed with a tradi-
tional keyboard. These results are particularly encouraging
for such unconventional typing interface in fact users (n=6)
openly commented “it is easier than what I thought.”



The keycube is well positioned in comparison to other de-
vices sharing similar characteristics (supporting mobility,
multiple fingers use with large keys and eye-free ability).
With comparable error rate, our participants (without in-
struction) were twice quicker than Twiddler users to attain
19 wpm and four times quicker to attain a normalize input
speed at about 30%, addressing Twiddler main weakness:
long learning requirements. With similar practice time, our
absolute input speed results are comparable to other so-
lutions that capitalized on the QWERTY keyboard such as
RearType and Half-QWERTY. However, their participants
were expert and skilled touch typists, thus the RearType
had a slower normalized input speed (21%). Moreover, both
of them used some tutorial technics to quickly increase skill
acquisition and their results. The input speed is not the only
important characteristics for a typing device. Participants
(n=5) commented that thanks to the mobility and freedom of
postures, it was easier to adopt relaxed positions while typ-
ing (e.g. back against the chair, arms along the body, rest-
ing on the thighs). In this regard, the keycube could follow
the unusual history of the split keyboard design adoption
[24] improving health above productivity.

Figure 7: Different home and office
work use cases.

Use cases
The keycube aims to be used for productive works requiring
extensive text entry (e.g. writing letters, reporting, coding)
in a ubiquitous computing era with users fully beneficing
from their environment at home or in the office. We envision
users navigating between different devices and postures,
typing seamlessly as much on a regular desktop computer
than on smart TV or augmented reality headset (Figure 7).

Future Work
Besides updates to fix double key-presses (adding a de-
bouncing system), we are planning other studies. We lim-
ited the keycube usage to alphabetical letters for internal

validity, further investigations including numbers and special
characters remain to be done for a better generalization.
The instructor observed different behavior (such as typing
with multiple fingers or without looking at the device) that
need to be quantitatively measured and studied. Beyond
initial exposure, longitudinal studies (over weeks) will be
conducted to determine expert performance. The experi-
mental setup to desktop configuration with seated partici-
pants was still representative to the main use cases of com-
puter consumption and most participants (n=18) hold the
device without using the table at all with arms slightly bent
(Figure 5), still benefiting mobility. Nonetheless, we plan to
investigate different mobile contexts, switching participants’
activities, postures (e.g. being stand up) and coupled de-
vices (e.g. with an augmented reality headset).

Conclusion
With the keycube placing 80 keys onto a cubic shape, we
investigated an unconventional typing interface for post
and peri-desktop interactions. Our results have shown
that users benefit from a knowledge transfer advantage by
adopting a QWERTY-based cubic layout. Finally, by having
integrated a traditional keyboard baseline, we have shown
that a cubic device is already a reasonable and promising
typing interface. Users achieved up to 19 wpm in less than
two hours, representing more than 30% of their input speed
with traditional keyboard. These preliminary results lead to
new possibilities for human-computer interfaces. Since typ-
ing is an important generic text entry interface, the keycube
could bring adherence to the cube shape and by combina-
tion, increase relevance to many previous and future works
taking advantage of this platonic solid.
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